SELECT DESIRED FINISH:

MATTE GLAZES:
- Studio White
- Vanilla White
- Mustard
- Espresso
- Greige
- Danish Blue
- Indigo Purple
- Hibiscus Pink
- Tomato Red
- Coal Black

GLOSS GLAZES:
- Studio White
- Vanilla White
- Teal Blue
- Tequila Gold
- Graphite Grey
- Polo Green
- Persimmon Orange
- Coal Black

ILLUSTRATED DIMENSIONS ARE APPROXIMATE INCHES. FOR OUTDOOR USE, A DRAIN HOLE MAY BE DRILLED TO MAINTAIN PROPER DRAINAGE ($5 OPTION BY REQUEST). CERAMIC CONTAINERS SHOULD NEVER BE SUBJECT TO FREEZING WATER TEMPERATURES.

NOTES:
1. INSTALLATION TO BE COMPLETED IN ACCORDANCE WITH MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS.
2. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE CONSIDERED TRUE AND REFLECT MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS.
3. DO NOT SCALE DRAWING.
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